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Our fun-loving, grape stomping, punk rocker turned winemaker, 
Rawley Power is back at it again. This time foraging into the delicious 
and lithe grape known as Grenache. 
 

Rewind the tape 20 years and Rawley was tearing up dirt tracks 
throughout the Plains. His dominant performance on the race circuit 
provided him the confidence to explore punk rock and eventually 
winemaking.  
 

The methodical approach to winemaking is same to that of racing, one 
can be tactical but in the end the winner always rides the hardest and 
fastest. This is a full-throttle approach to Grenache that delivers plenty 
of ‘raw’ fruit but with a real elegance. 
 

2011 was a bit of a challenging vintage around South Australia. Despite 
persistent late summer rains delaying vintage by three weeks, the 
grapes had beautiful acids and in-check sugars. The art of sorting in the 

vineyard was employed thus removing any chance of rot before seeing the winery. For a first-time attempt to 
work with the Southern Rhone’s famed grape, we have to say we’re quite impressed. The grapes hail from 
two vineyards, one in Gawler River and the other in Angle Vale.  This is 15% whole-cluster fermented 
entirely with indigenous yeasts. Soft pumpovers and minimal plunging were done prior to being basket 
pressed into mature French barriques. Subtlety is rarely a word used to define Rawley’s wine and also never 
used to describe SA Grenache, but this has finesse and as much subtlety as one would expect for Adelaide 
Plains Grenache. 

 
Composition  Production   Élevage   
100% Grenache   500 cases produced  9 months in seasoned French barriques 
 

Average Vine Age Yields   Soils     
45 years   3 tons/acre   Sandy Alluvium & Red Clay over Limestone 
 
Tasting Notes 

 

This has aromas of raspberry preserves and crushed mulberries over suggestions 
of mandarin peel, white pepper and cardamom. Medium-bodied and delicately 
fruited in the mouth, it gives spiced red berry flavor layers with balancing acidity 
and lithe tannins. 

 
Reviews 
None 
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